/ = l/(fe±l/2), 4>JE?(0=0. $E(i) is linear between successive points in this sequence, and $^(0) =0.
To show that $jg?(/) is the integral of <£(#), we introduce the functions <*<*)(* t) = i^*' l) f°r ' ~ 
Thus $E Jk \t)--*&E(i) uniformly in /, and Theorem 1 follows from a theorem of Pettis.
THEOREM 2. The function
is not weakly differentiable at any point of B.
Let xoÇzB, and let J n be an interval having xo as its center and containing an interval of B of order n. This may be done with
where G n is a gap of order n (see Note I). Let Ik be the interval of B of order w contained in J n \ then ||*C)|| ^ I */.(!/*) I ^ JA_ 2-^ .
i «Jn I «^n
Thus the norm of the difference quotient is unbounded for each #o£-B, and the failure of weak differentiability follows from a theorem of Banach.
THEOREM 3. If 0 is a compact metric space containing infinitely many points and if C(Q>) is the space of all continuous functionals defined over 0, then there is a Pettis integrable function from the unit interval to C(fl) whose integral f ails to be weakly differ entiable on a set of positive measure.
In this case Q contains a homeomorph of the sequence {1/k}. The argument used in Theorem 4.1 of Note I now applies to the present theorem. We shall not bother to repeat it here. THEOREM 
If M is an abstract M-space with unity* a necessary and sufficient condition that every Pettis integral defined to M be almost everywhere weakly differ entiable is that M be finite-dimensional.
Obviously finite-dimensionality is sufficient. If M is infinite-dimensional, it contains an infinite-dimensional separable subspace which, by a theorem of Kakutani, 6 is equivalent to the space C(0) of Theorem 3. Hence, finite-dimensionality is also necessary.
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